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Where is Ashton Hayes?

Mapping from Google Maps

Ashton Hayes



Ashton Hayes is a village of around 1000 people 8 miles from Chester.

In January 2006 Garry Charnock invited us to a meeting at the local primary 

school.  Little did we know what lay ahead!!



400 people turned up – 75% of the adult population of the 

village – possibly tempted by bubbly and apple pies!

BBC World 

Service 

broadcasting 

to 12 million 

people !





The Carbon Footprint of 

Nearly Everything.

Using solar panels for life 

Minus 50 tonnes

One tree for a year

Minus 21.7 kg

1 text message  0.01g

1 hour of TV 32” screen

140g

World Cup 2010

2.8 million tonnes

Burning all fossil fuel reserves

2.5 TRILLION TONNES





The community gets involved



What we did



From 2006 to 2010, students from the  

University of Chester carried out annual 

surveys to create a baseline and monitor 

progress. An ‘end of project’ survey took 

place in 2015.

Each participating household received 

tailored feedback suggesting how they 

might reduce their carbon footprint 

further.

In the first year, we cut our emissions by 

20% through behaviour change.

Much of this was driven by friends and 

neighbours sharing advice, knowledge 

and experience



What have we achieved since 2006?

22% reduction in household emissions
– Reduction home energy (-22.4%).

– Car travel (-19.3%)

– Flights (-5.3%) with offsets (-22.3%)

– rail and bus travel increased

– BUT .. emissions from cars haven’t really changed,
probably because of lack of local public transport

240 households (65%) took part in some way



Comparing like for like

If we compare the 52 households that took part in 

the original  survey and in the 2015 survey

Average emissions reduction per household

Home energy down 18%

Car travel  down 41%

Flights down 33%

With offsets flights down 57%

Aggregate total reduction  45%



Did it work? – well it did for me!
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I changed to an energy supplier 

that uses renewable sources 

and updates me on my use

“Last year, the average Bulb member saved 1.31 tonnes of CO2. 
That's like planting 655 trees. You're a carbon saving hero.” 



A sobering thought!

2006 energy consumption at 2019 

prices - annual energy bill of £2500.

2018 energy consumption at 2006 

prices - annual bill of under £300

2019 energy consumption at 2019 

prices - £700



What didn’t work . . and why

•CHP plant

•FiTs . . . . sort of!

•Electric Car



Sharing the experience



CNN/New York Times

Financial Times

Granada/Channel 4

BBC Radio 2, 4, 5

World Service radio

National newspapers 

European nationals

French radio

Web sites/web TV

AFP and NZTV

Sky News live

BBC World News TV

Live Earth Concert 2007

Visitors from all over the world

We received a LOT of media attention. 



Photographers always want an unusual shot!

Disclaimer: this is not my beautiful house. Or Cow. They’re Ian’s



One thing leads to another

http://www.facebook.com/album.php?profile=1&id=106210902736050


An award winning 

Community Shop



A playing field with solar 

powered pavilion

Our local council 

agreed to install 

LED street lights 

in time for Earth 

Hour

Confident communities take on new challenges

OVER £800,000 INVESTED IN THE 

COMMUNITY VIA GRANTS FOR 

RESEARCH, CONSTRUCTION AND 

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT FOR THE 

PROJECT SINCE 2006

. . . and 100’s of volunteer hours



Community Energy Company

A COMMUNITY INTEREST COMPANY (CIC) 

MANAGED BY A VOLUNTARY BOARD OF DIRECTORS

All income used for developing projects or supporting community action 



A NATIONAL PROBLEM.  LOCAL SOLUTIONS?

New housing in the UK is not always built to environmentally friendly 

standards. Older homes are expensive to retrofit with insulation. Land is 

expensive and new homes are often built to lower environmental standards, 

as builders think that buyers will not pay the extra – even though they would 

save money on their bills.  Local planners have been reluctant to enforce 

higher standards. 

Better results come from communities taking their own actions.



NEXT STEPS

A commitment to better energy is written into our Neighbourhood Plan. 

We are working with Energy Local to look at future energy needs in the 

community.  This could involve matching supply and demand by use of 

smart technology and half hourly metering.  

As an example, energy generated on the school could be used outside 

the school day / term to offset use elsewhere.  This could be other 

community owned buildings, such as the shop, or residents who sign up 

to the scheme.  

A nearby example of a locally scaled network is Bethesda in North Wales.  

Obviously we don’t have a big hydro scheme on our doorstep but we will 

be looking at solar, ground source and possibly wind generation.

We are also talking to our local utility providers in order to examine joined 

up approaches to energy, water and waste, and local broadband.

https://energylocal.org.uk/

https://energylocal.org.uk/


Hourly energy model

The Zero Carbon Britain energy model is one of the most detailed studies to 

date on balancing demand and supply in a renewable energy system. It uses 

hourly weather data (sunlight, wind speeds, temperatures, etc.) from over the 

ten-year period of 2002 to the end of 2011 – a total of almost 88,000 hours –

to test renewable energy mixes under real life conditions.

diag.  Zero Carbon Britain Report from Centre for Alternative Technology



• Climate change and the ‘climate emergency’

• Latest behavioural change and climate communication 

theories 

• What makes people act and change?

• Awareness to action 

• Working with unengaged groups

• Positive dialogues in the workplace and the community 

• Framing and communicating - The right message for the 

situation 

• Developing and delivering an engagement plan

TACKLING ISSUES THAT COMMUNITIES ARE CONCERNED ABOUT



TO GET ENGAGEMENT FROM COMMUNITIES, 

THOSE COMMUNITIES MUST HAVE A SAY  

THEY ARE NO LONGER CONVINCED 

BY THE TOP DOWN APPROACH 

‘WE’LL TELL YOU WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN’

Ashton Hayes, and communities like us, show it can be done.

But how do we identify and support the communities 

that are ready for change?

How do we get to the communities that are not already 

educated or receptive?  

There are clearly many organisations and initiatives but are 

they waiting to be invited into communities? 



I travel around the country talking to small groups of people who have seen what 

we are trying to do in Ashton Hayes and want to know how to get started.  It 

worries me that we are still talking about ‘getting started’. 

This is a Victorian-scale project like introducing electricity, sewers and railways.  

It can’t be treated like building a fantasy bridge!  

It can’t be implemented by volunteers like me. 



As an individual citizen from a small community, even 

one with a progressive attitude, my questions to you 

all are:

How are we going to translate the ideas and intentions 

into practical solutions that reach every village, every 

borough, every street, every household?  

Where will the funding come from to translate these 

ideas into actions? 

How do we grow the industry and create the jobs to put 

the actions into practice?



Our website has lots of material about the project and 

links to our films, including our ‘end of decade’ film.  

Visit us at:

www.goingcarbonneutral.co.uk

@ashtonhayesCEC

Or search YouTube for 'Ashton Hayes’

http://www.goingcarbonneutral.co.uk/
http://www.goingcarbonneutral.co.uk/


“at least they’re carbon neutral”
Ashton Kutcher         

Hollywood CA  via Twitter


